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1. Chemical pollutants, such as DDT and PCBs, mimic sex _______ of human 
bodyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s reproductive and developmental functions.

     	      hormones

     	      libido

     	--->> experience

     	      orgy

2. For effective recycling of palstics, identifiction _____ from 1 to 7 are assigned

     	      cards

     	      number/codes

     	      alphabets

     	--->> pictures

3. Recycling that is done before materials leave the manufacturing plant is ________

     	      external

     	      intermediate

     	--->> pre-recycle

     	      internal

4. Empty beverage containers cartons, etc are called________waste

     	      preconsumer

     	      consumer

     	      postconsumer

     	--->> internal

5. CansÃ‚Â bringÃ‚Â toÃ‚Â collection centers for recycling are crushed, baled, and 
shipped to ________ plants
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     	--->> reclamation

     	      pampering

     	      tempering

     	      accelerating

6. ________ layer, the protective layer in the atmosphere that shields Earth from the 
SunÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s harmful ultraviolet rays.

     	      Oxide

     	      Ozone

     	      Oxygen

     	--->> Hydrogen

7. Electric Arc Furnace (EAF) is a method to recycle _________

     	      wood

     	--->> steel

     	      silver

     	      gold

8. _________ enhance water and air quality, provide habitat for plants and animals, 
and provide food and medicines.

     	--->> Land  tenure

     	      Agriculture

     	      Desertification

     	      Ecosystem

9. Non-Biodegradable pollutants often ______ magnified as they move in along food 
chains.

     	      chemically

     	      physically

     	--->> biologically
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     	      generically

10. The effort to control emissions of carbon dioxide in 1990 cost ___ percent of GDP 
for developed countries.

     	      3

     	--->> 4

     	      2

     	      5
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